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Number six in multiple New York Times best seller Larry Correia's Monster Hunter series. Go big or

go home. When Monster Hunter International's top hunter, Owen Zastava Pitt, was given a tip about

some hunters who had gone missing in action, he didn't realize their rescue mission would snowball

into the single biggest operation in MHI's history. Their men are being held prisoner in a horrific

nightmare dimension, and the only way to reach them is through the radioactive ruins of a

monster-infested war zone. As if that wasn't bad enough, it's also the home base of the powerful

creature behind the devastating attacks on the Last Dragon and Copper Lake. It turns out ancient

gods of chaos really hate trespassers. But this god picked a fight with the wrong crew, and now MHI

wants payback. Calling on their allies, a massive expedition is formed, and with the odds stacked

against them, a legion of hunters goes to war. It's D-Day at the City of Monsters.
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It feels like a long time since I got to sink my teeth into a Monster Hunter Internal story. Well at least

one that takes place in the main story arc that is.I did indeed have rather high expectations on this

one and Mr. Correia certainly delivered.The book continues the story from book five. Hell, at least as

far as I remember. The last book was published three years ago and I have to confess that some of

the details might have faded in my memory.We get introduced to OwenÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s father

who, not surprisingly, is just as much badass as his son. He also has a secret. I do not think I can

explain it without spoiling too much so I will not try but itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s a big one and



itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s pretty a damned important one for the story.As usual with books from Larry

Correia it is a well written book, no bullshit, plenty of action, enjoyable dialogue and lots and lots of

hardware that makes loud noises (okay there was a few KatanaÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s and other cutting

instruments as well). Actually in this movie the amount of hardware is overshadowing all the

previous books taken together. MHI is going to war! Not only MHI but pretty much the entire

monster hunter communityÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦all over the world.With all this going on the book is a bit

different from the previous books. It is on a different scale and although Owen is still the main

character, and one crucial for the story, the books is not so much about the MHI team as the other

books but rather about good versus evil on a global scale. I have no problem with that.My one gripe

about this book is, where the (censored by ) is Frank? Yes, yes, I know he was briefly present in the

beginning but I really miss the little altercations between Frank and the MHI team.Overall a great

book and it was so good to sink my eyes into a Larry Correia book again.

The story picks up where Nemesis left off, but from Owen's perspective, and he has a mission now -

go on the offensive! Alabama, Alaska, Russia and beyond, MHI finally has a name and a clear

target,and Owen Z. Pitt, Combat Accountant, Earl, and as many monster hunters as they can collect

are going on the offensive. It's time for some payback.Everything we loved about the earlier monster

hunter novels comes together in Siege, with a change of pace. In the earlier five books, the team

reacted to incoming threats until they triumphed, but ***SPOILERS IF YOU HAVEN"T READ

NEMESIS*********...now that Agent Franks has given Owen a lead on a research facility that tracked

the Las Vegas rift, Owen puts together a plan to cut the head off of the snake, and possibly recover

the MIA hunters from the Last Dragon Casino.

If you are following the Tales from the Crypt, I beg your pardon, MHI series you'll need no

recommendation from me. With each new installment I tell myself "Larry can't possibly top that one".

Well, this rube keeps putting his money down and keeps winning by losing - he can. The ever

increasing levels of violence are merely a background for the twists and turns that change the tale

with each new chapter. When Correia turned to writing, the drug trade lost its Champion.

I have read and loved very book in the MHI series - serious high octane action, gun play, good guys

are are not prima donnas and all kinds of monster!! This book was great until about the last quarter

then slowed down to a crawl. I understand that there was a need for set up as MHI continues to

battle the forces of evil but I felt like yelling 'get on with it!' More than once toward the end.



Larry hits it out of the park again! Pulling together various threads that go all the way back to MHI,

he's crafted a well turned story that has all the twists and turns we've come to expect! As always the

weapons are right, used correctly, and appropriate to the characters. Looking forward to the next

one!Highly recommended.

Larry expands on an already fully-developed world, with witty dialogue, more monsters, and more

heroics from Owen and friends. If you haven't read any of these books, you're missing out on some

of the best fiction around, written by one of our generation's most gifted writers.

Larry brings the guns and ghouls again, this time his MH universe gets bigger, and so do the

threats. I was so glad to find out there was another Pitt story in my library, I just devoured this thing

in a few sittings. An easy to eat action packed literary meal, impossible to put down.

This is really excellent so far. I'm about 50% of the way through it and here's what's great.1.

Character growth. Owen is still Owen but he's emotionally developing. Earl seems to have changed

also. I really like it.2. The setting is also growing and changing. A lot of the more 'comic book' type

stories all go back to the way things were. No matter what supernatural even happens the world

around the supernatural never changes. It's not as pronounced as the Laundry Files but it's there

and I appreciate it.3. This is very well written.
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